Introduction
The corneal stroma, containing keratocytes and a range of extracellular matrix molecules, contributes to a highly specialized microenvironment that maintains healthy vision. Disease and injury to the cornea can lead to unhindered cell proliferation, tissue dysregulation, or loss of its optical transparency. A corneal transplant (keratoplasty) is a possible remedy when severe degradation occurs, but there are significant risks such as graft rejection.
[1] As an alternative, corneal repair could also be facilitated by replacing damaged or diseased tissue with a scaffold that promotes appropriate regeneration by either native (autologous) or donor (homologous) corneal fibroblast cells. [2] To be medically viable, artificial cornea materials should support corneal cell activity without instigating the kind of uncontrolled growth that occurs in tumors. In short, the material must provide the correct chemical, structural and mechanical environment to the cells in order to regulate their response.
Biocompatible matrix scaffolds are widely studied, [3] [4] [5] and there are numerous commercial matrices that support and/or stimulate cell growth (including Matrigel and fibronectin glue). Many of these matrices are naturally derived composite materials that involve different kinds of proteins and growth factors that promote cell attachment and growth. [4] In vitro studies have shown that cell attachment can be guided through topographical, chemical, or mechanical cues. [5] However, the mechanisms behind cell attachment and growth at different kinds of surfaces remains a complex and discipline-wide question. Artificial scaffolds used in corneal implants can also suffer from issues such as lack of transparency and discoloration, as well as mechanical failures. [2] For cell growth studies, immortalized cell lines are often convenient. pathway upon transforming growth factor beta (TGF-beta) induction. [7] Furthermore, MK/T-1 cells have served several research groups as a useful model for corneal stromal cell biology. [8] This in vitro study demonstrates a successful first step toward potential therapeutic, cornea-specific applications of a scaffold material that limits the growth of an immortalized cell line without killing the cells.
Experimental Section
Matrix scaffolds Control thermally fibrilized collagen specimens were prepared by fibrilizing collagen by incubating the same monomeric starting collagen (0.1 mg/mL from 3 mg/mL Vitrogen stock solution, Inamed Biomaterials) in a phosphate buffer at pH 6 at 37 ºC for 4 hours.
Additional control experiments were performed in standard polystyrene tissue culture plates with no collagen present.
Cell Cultures
Standard polystyrene tissue culture plates holding the collagen matrix were UV-sterilized ( 
Histology
Cell/scaffold co-cultures and plastic replated cultures were gently scraped from the dishes after 48 hours of culture and centrifuged (1000 rpm for 5 minutes) to gently pellet the cells and matrix. Pellets were fixed in phosphate buffered saline with paraformaldehyde (4%) for 48 hours before embedding in a low-melting-temperature agarose and subsequent embedding in paraffin blocks so that 5 µm serial sections could be generated, numbered and registered.
Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining on every 20th section mapped the location and integrity of cell-matrix materials. Sections identified by H&E mapping were used for immunohistochemistry analysis of gene expression. To ensure that differences in expression of PCNA and BrdU staining are meaningful (and not due to differences in cell integrity), sections adjacent to those used for PCNA/BrdU studies were treated with histological H&E stain. H&E staining indicates a sufficient number of cells for both types of cultures, and evidence of robust α-tubulin protein expression in matrix-cultured cells provides a further positive control for cellular integrity and protein expression integrity in matrix cultures.
Tubulin is a cytoskeletal scaffolding protein that plays a critical role in processes such as cell division.
Antibodies
Antibodies used in this study include rabbit anti-phospho-p44/42 MAPK (Thr202/Tyr204, 
Western blot analysis
Western blots were performed by standard procedures as previously described. [6] 
Results and Discussion

Matrix properties
The collagen matrix scaffold, generated using an electrochemically induced collagen aggregation procedure, displays physical properties such as optical transparency, mechanical stiffness, and water incorporation that are desirable for use in artificial ocular implants.
[1] The matrix formation process is based on isoelectric focusing between parallel plate electrodes, [9] resulting in a sheet-like scaffold ( Figure 1a ) with a thickness ~ 500 µm when dried (as measured by AFM). When fully hydrated, the scaffold swells to a thickness of several millimeters and becomes softer and more viscous. This is the condition under which the cell culture studies were conducted since this is analogous to in vivo conditions. The lateral dimensions of the scaffold are determined by the size of the electrodes; those used for this study are ~ 1 cm x 2.5 cm. Previous studies have shown that these layers are comprised of a fibrillar collagen core with a monomeric collagen overlayer, based on morphological features in atomic force microscopy images and from characteristic amine-related peak positions in Raman spectroscopic data. [9] Our matrix has high optical transparency in the visible range, -8 -with over 90% transmittance above 400 nm (Figure 1b) . This is only slightly lower than the 95-99% transmittance observed in natural corneas.
[1]
The elastic modulus of the matrix can be controlled with the addition of different cations during membrane formation; [9] the membranes used here have Young's elastic moduli of 0.10-0.22 GPa when fully desiccated, as calculated from nanoindentation measurements.
These are similar to values obtained by others for partially desiccated human corneas, which are considerably higher than values obtained on fully hydrated corneas, as expected. [10] We note that in vivo, scaffolds would exist in a fully hydrated state. These mechanical properties make the scaffolds quite robust during routine laboratory handling, and they can be dried and rehydrated multiple times without changing the mechanical stiffness of the membrane.
[9]
We note that this electrochemical assembly method does not apply equally well to all types of proteins. For example, replacing collagen with either fibronectin or bovine serum albumin does not lead to mechanically stable membranes. Instead, the resulting products with these two other proteins were small, mm-sized globular aggregates that remained suspended in the electrolyte rather than aggregating together.
Cell viability
A biocompatibility test ensured that cells cultured in the presence of the matrix are viable. MK/T-1 cells that adhere to the electrochemically induced matrix scaffold appear robustly healthy, adhesive, motile, and display pseudopodia (Figure 2a) . In addition, MK/T-1 cells that adhere to the matrix scaffold appear to retain the property of contact inhibition, since we did not observe the cells piling up on each other when in contact with our electrochemically induced matrix. This property is not due to a low cell concentration, but rather a property of the cell line itself, as described in earlier studies. 
Cell activity
A surprising and unique result of subsequent cell culture studies is that our electrochemically induced collagen matrix does not appear to stimulate the MK/T-1 cells into a more proliferative state, in which the cells would duplicate their DNA more actively. A granular nuclear staining pattern for the cell cycle marker proliferating cell nuclear antigen
(PCNA) appears in the control plastic-replated cells and control thermally fibrillized collagen replated cells (Figure 3a,b) . In contrast, the MK/T-1 cells display a diffuse nuclear pattern of expression when adhered to the electrochemically induced collagen scaffold (Figure 3c ).
Negative control immuno-staining reactions (shown in Figure 3d for plastic-replated cells) confirm the specificity of the anti-PCNA stain. Previous studies have shown that diffuse PCNA expression, such as that displayed by our electrochemically induced matrix-cultured cells, is observed in cells that are outside the DNA replication (S-phase) portion of the cell cycle, while granular nuclear PCNA expression coincides with cells in S-phase that are actively replicating their DNA. [11] Although our investigations show that the spatial pattern of intracellular localization of PCNA in electrochemically induced matrix and plastic replated cells differ, the level of expression of PCNA by western blot analyses revealed no significant quantitative difference between the two conditions (Figure 4a ).
-10 - 
Cell metabolism
Quiescent cells are known to maintain an active metabolism, [12] and we observed this in the electrochemically induced matrix cultures. These metabolic findings are significant because they suggest our electrochemically induced collagen matrix triggers differentiative rather than prolifative signaling in the MK/T-1 cells. Earlier work demonstrates that MK/T-1 cells upregulate a similar signaling pathway (p38 MAPK) and ASMA expression when exposed to a transforming growth factor (TGF-b
2). [6] Others have clearly shown that cells adhering to collagen can activate the p44/42 MAPK signaling pathway based on induction of phospho-p44/42 MAPK expression. [13] Transient activation of the p44/42 MAPK signaling pathway has been previously associated with cell proliferation, while sustained activation, as we observe here in electrochemically induced matrix scaffold replated MK/T-1 cells, has been linked to differentiation. [14] This earlier work also showed that the regulation of the kinetics of p44/42 MAPK activation is one of the 
Matrix modifications -12 -
Although it is not yet clear which specific attributes of our electrochemically produced collagen matrix enable it to stall the proliferation of the immortalized MK/T-1 cells, control experiments using collagen that was thermally fibrilized (with no electric field) suggest that the presence of the collagen itself does not quell cell proliferation. This is evident in the comparisons of PCNA pattern of expression described in Figure 3 . The cells themselves also play a key role in the non-proliferation. In the electrochemically assembled matrix, there are clearly identifiable areas onto which MK/T-1 cells do not spread (Figure 2c, 3b, 6b, c, d) . This suggests that cell-cell contact inhibition of the MK/T-1 cells cannot be the sole contributing factor to the apparent quiescence we observe. We note that others have used similar isoelectric focusing methods, but with a different electrode geometry, to produce aligned onedimensional collagen bundles rather than our two-dimensional collagenous sheets. [15] Their cell growth studies, involving fibroblasts suited for tendon or ligament repair, demonstrate cell viability but do not address the possibility of quiescence. Thus, while the degree of collagen aggregation appears to be one factor affecting cell quiescence, there is more to learn about controlling these complex matrix-cell interactions.
Conclusion
Our cell-culture studies show that electrochemically prepared collagen matrices offer three important attributes for a synthetic cornea cell scaffold. First, the matrices display high optical transparency in the visible range, with over 90% transmittance above 400 nm. Second, the matrix encourages cell attachment near its surface, which keeps the cells near the interface and may improve their reactivity. Third, the collagen matrices appear to stimulate signaling pathways in the cornea-specific MK/T-1 cells and support contact inhibition without overly stimulating cell proliferation. This scenario might also be advantageous in contexts beyond cornea applications where viable and metabolically active, yet quiescent, cellular coatings are required on artificial biomaterial surfaces. Thus, this scaffold does more than merely support viable cells; our evidence shows that there are significant differences in the way cells -13 -proliferate on our electrochemically assembled collagen scaffolds compared to collagenous scaffold material assembled by other methods. For these reasons, the MK/T-1 cellelectrochemically induced collagen matrix scaffold co-culture system is a novel and potentially useful model in which to study the interactions of mammalian cells on a new artificial biomaterial, which could be an important step toward better engineering of artificial tissues. demonstrates its high optical transparency throughout the visible region (400-700 nm).
-16 - (c,d,e) . In (e), "m" denotes the fibrillar collagen control matrix.
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